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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On October 18, 2017 the PJM Board of Managers approved changes to the Regional Transmission
Expansion Plan (RTEP), totaling $1,019.41 million, primarily to resolve baseline reliability criteria violations.
Since that time PJM identified additional baseline reliability criteria violations within the planning horizon as
part of the 2017 RTEP. Transmission upgrades have been identified to resolve these reliability criteria
violations. The increase in the RTEP to include the upgrades to resolve the new baseline reliability criteria
violations is $348.85 million. PJM has also identified a market efficiency upgrade to address capacity
market congestion. The increase in the RTEP to include the market efficiency upgrade is $0.6 million.
PJM staff is, for the first time, recommended several interregional projects with MISO under the recently
approved Targeted Market Efficiency Project (TMEP) type. PJM and MISO recommended five projects
with a total estimated cost of $19.92 million and an estimated market efficiency benefit of $99.6 million.
Four of the projects are in MISO. One project in the ATSI zone of PJM has an estimated cost of $1 million.
In addition, a number of previously approved baseline projects have been cancelled or the cost and scope
has changed resulting in a net increase of $77.07 million. The net impact due to baseline reliability changes
is an increase of $427.52 million.
PJM staff has also completed 252 new interconnection queue impact studies and 257 projects have
withdrawn from the interconnection queue. The net impact of these changes to the interconnection queue is
a net increase in the RTEP of $ 2,404.24 million.
The total change in the RTEP to include these baseline RTEP changes and interconnection queue changes
is a net increase of $2,831.76 million.
With these changes, the RTEP will include over $35,110.50 million of transmission additions and upgrades
since the first plan was approved by the Board in 2000.
The projects are summarized in the following paper and were presented for the Board Reliability
Committee’s consideration and for recommendation to the Board for approval.
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Summary of Results
2017 Baseline Transmission Upgrades Changes and Additions
One aspect of the development of the Regional Transmission Expansion Plan is an evaluation of the
“baseline” system, i.e. the transmission system without any of the generation interconnection requests
included in the current planning cycle. This baseline analysis determines the compliance of the existing
system with reliability criteria and standards. Transmission upgrades required to maintain a reliable system
are identified and reviewed with stakeholders through the Transmission Expansion Advisory Committee
(TEAC) and Subregional RTEP Committees. The cost of transmission upgrades to mitigate such baseline
reliability criteria violations are the responsibility of the PJM load customers.
2017 RTEP Proposal Window #1
On July 11 of this year PJM opened a 45-day proposal window, which closed on August 25. This window
solicited proposals for PJM reliability criteria violations based on forecast 2022 summer, winter and light
load conditions. PJM reliability criteria violations included Baseline N-1 (thermal and voltage), Generation
Deliverability, Common Mode Outage, N-1-1 (thermal and voltage), and Load Deliverability (thermal and
voltage) violations. PJM staff identified potential reliability criteria violations associated with 190 flowgates
(monitored transmission facility and contingency/outage pairs). Of the 190 flowgates, 150 flowgates were
excluded from the proposal window. The exclusion were based on immediate need criteria (needs to
resolve a violation within the next 3 years) and, for the first time, below the 200kV threshold criteria (per
PJM OA 1.5.8(n)). The remaining 40 flowgates formed the substance of the proposal window.
A total of 51 proposals were received from 10 entities, including incumbent transmission owners and nonincumbent transmission developers. 29 of the proposals represented greenfield construction and 22 were
transmission owner upgrades.
The locations of the violations associated with Proposal Window #1 are shown below in Figure 1, while
Figure 2 identifies the location of the proposals that were submitted for Proposal Window #1.
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Figure 1. Location of violations for Proposal Window #1
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Figure 2. Location of submitted proposals for Window #1

PJM staff reviewed details of all proposals, including an evaluation of the effectiveness of each of the
proposals, with stakeholders through the Transmission Expansion Advisory Committee (TEAC). PJM
completed evaluation of most of the proposals, and is recommending eight projects at this time: four in the
APS zone, two in the AEP zone and two in Dominion. Each of these projects is an upgrade submitted by
the incumbent transmission owner. The work includes re-conductoring, upgrading terminal equipment, and
reconfiguring existing lines.
The immediate need baseline reliability projects include transmission enhancements with a need date of 3
years or less. Due to the critical timing of immediate need projects, PJM did not have time to administer a
proposal window to solicit alternative solutions from PJM stakeholders for the associated reliability drivers.
The immediate need projects are being driven by several main categories of criteria drivers. The project
drivers include short circuit issues to which the most efficient solution is typically a Transmission Owner
upgrade of the associated breaker, new block load additions, Transmission Owner local criteria, generation
deliverability issues in the Rochelle Municipal Utilities (a muni within the ComEd transmission zone) due to
line rating updates, stability issues in the PPL and JCPL transmission zones, and a PJM operational
performance issue.
Reliability Project Summary
A summary of the more significant baseline projects with estimated costs equal to or greater than $5 million
are detailed below. A complete listing of all of the projects that are being recommended is included as
Attachments A and B to this white paper. The projects with estimated costs less than $5 million include
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transmission line cut in and re-conductoring, modifications to existing protection systems, new transmission
switches, circuit breaker replacements, new circuit breakers, modification to transformer, and modifications
to existing substation equipment.
Mid-Atlantic Region System Upgrades


PSEG Transmission Zone
- VFT – Warinanco - Aldene 230 kV Line Rebuild - $90.4M
- Cedar Grove – Jackson Rd. 230 kV Line Re-conductor - $80M



AE Transmission Zone
- BL England – Middle Tap 138 kV Line Rebuild - $36.4M



PenElec Transmission Zone
- North Meshoppen 230/115 kV transformer #3 - $6.802M

Western Regional System Upgrades


ComEd Transmission Zone
- Schauff Road – Rock Falls 138kV Line Construction - $20.0M



AEP Transmission Zone
- Hazard – Wooten 161kV Line Rebuild - $16.48M
- Sand Hill 138kV Ring Bus – $7.25M



APS Transmission Zone
- Convert the existing 6 wire Butler - Shanor Manor - Krendale 138 kV Line into two separate 138
kV lines, Reconductor the Yukon - Smithton - Shepler Hill Jct 138 kV Line with 795 ACSS
Conductor, Reconductor the Charleroi –Allenport 138KV Line with 954 ACSR - $17.23M
- Install new 230 / 138 kV transformer at Catoctin substation. Convert Ringgold-Catoctin 138 kV
Line to 230 kV operation - $13.33M

Southern Region System Upgrades


Dominion Transmission Zone
- Fixed Series Capacitors on Line #547, 548 - $28.9M
- Chesterfield - Locks & Chesterfield – Poe 230kV Lines Rebuild - $9.5M

Following is a more detailed description of the larger scope upgrades that are being recommended to the
PJM Board for their consideration. A description of the criteria driving the need for the upgrade as well as
the required in-service date is provided.
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Baseline Project b2955 – VFT – Warinanco - Aldene 230 kV Line Rebuild
Generation Deliverability analysis identified a number of overloads on lines around Warinanco and Linden
areas. Due to the immediacy of the need, the work will be allocated to the incumbent transmission operator.
The recommended solution is the rebuild the VFT – Warinanco – Aldene 230kV line using a dual conductor
construction to increase ampacity of the line. The estimated cost of the project is $90.4M and the project
schedule is still being developed.
The map in Figure 3 shows the location of the recommended project.

Figure 3. Location of PJM baseline b2955
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Baseline Project b2956 – Cedar Grove – Jackson Rd. 230 kV Line Re-conductor
Generation deliverability analysis identified an overload of the Cedar Grove – Jackson Rd 230kV line.
Flows on this line have increased due to the ending of the NYISO wheel agreement and the retirement of
the Hudson generation station. The existing line is underground and conductor is a HPFF type conductor
with an internal circulating cooling fluid. Due uncertainty of continued manufacturer support of the system
replacement in kind is not preferred. Converting the line to overhead construction is prohibitive as obtaining
ROW would be costly and time consuming. The recommended solution is to replace the existing HPFF
cable with XLPE (solid dielectric) cables. The estimated cost is $80.0M and the required in-service date is
June 2018.
The map in Figure 4 shows the location of the recommended project.
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Figure 4. Location of PJM baseline b2956
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Baseline Project b2945 – BL England – Middle Tap 138 kV Line Rebuild
The 2017 RTEP analysis identified generation deliverability and N-1-1 thermal criteria violations on the BL
England – Middle Tap 138kV line. The recommended solution is to rebuild the entire 10.1 mi. of the line to
increase the line rating. Since the BL England – Merion (1.9 mi) and the Merion – Corson (8.0 mi) 138kV
lines share the lattice towers with the BL England – Middle Tap line, those lines will be re-conductored as
part of this project. The total cost of the project is expected to be $36.4M and is required by June of 2022.
The map in Figure 5 shows the location of the recommended project.

Figure 5. Location of PJM baseline b2945
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Baseline Project b2952 – North Meshoppen 230/115 kV transformer #3
The 2017 RTEP generation deliverability analysis revealed overloading of the North Meshoppen 230-115kV
transformer #3 for two contingencies. The recommended solution is to replace the transformer with a higher
capacity transformer. The solution also calls for removing an existing reactor which will no longer be
needed and the installation of two circuit breakers to complete the station’s ring bus, which will enhance
reliability of the station. The project is expected to cost $6.8M and required to be in-service by June 2022.
The map in Figure 6 shows the location of the recommended project.

Figure 6. Location of PJM baseline b2952
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Baseline Project b2959 – Schauff Road – Rock Falls 138kV Line Construction
Queue projects O-09 and O-29 are now active after being suspended for many years. Including these
generators in the 2017 RTEP resulted in numerous base case and single contingency violations in the area
of these projects. Due to the immediacy of the need, this work has been allocated to the incumbent
transmission operator. The recommended solution builds a new 138kV line between Schauff Road and
Rock Falls and a new breaker and half bay at the Schauff Road station. The project cost estimate is $20M
and is required in-service by November 2019.
The map in Figure 7 shows the location of the recommended project.

Figure 7. Location of PJM baseline b2959
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Baseline Project b2761.3 – Hazard – Wooten 161kV Line Rebuild
Generation deliverability analysis revealed overloads of the Hazard – Wooten 161kV line under summer
and winter peak loads. These overloads were identified in the 2016 RTEP study and included in Proposal
Window #2. The approved action was to perform a sag study in the hope of increasing the operating
temperature of the line. The sag study instead revealed that 40 of the 45 line structures needed be
replaced meet clearance requirements at the higher temperature. The line also has 52 Category A open
conditions. The line was originally built in 1943 so all of components of the line are aging and should be
replaced. Therefore, at this time, the recommendation is to rebuild the line to current standards. The cost to
rebuild the 6.5 mi. line is estimated at $16.5M and is expected to be in-service by June 2021.
The map in Figure 8 shows the location of the recommended project.

Figure 8. Location of PJM baseline b2761.3
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Baseline Project b2958 – Sand Hill 138kV Ring Bus
Due to a planned demand increase of a large customer, local planning criteria identified a number of
thermal, voltage and deliverability violations in the area of the Sand Hill station. The recommended solution
is to break the nearby George Washington – Tidd 138kV line and terminate each end to the Sand Hill
station. The total cost of the work is estimated to be $7.25M and is expected to be in-service by December
2018.
The map in Figure 9 shows the location of the recommended project.

Figure 9. Location of PJM baseline b2958
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Baseline Projects B2965, B2966, B2967 - Convert the existing 6 wire Butler - Shanor Manor Krendale 138 kV Line into two separate 138 kV lines, Reconductor the Yukon - Smithton - Shepler
Hill Jct 138 kV Line with 795 ACSS Conductor, Reconductor the Charleroi –Allenport 138KV Line
with 954 ACS
Figure 10 shows the location of these 2017 Window #1 projects.

Figure 10. Location of PJM baseline b2965, b2966, and b2967

A number of generation deliverability violations (13) were identified in the south western Pennsylvania area
of the APS and Duquesne transmission zones. Thermal overloads of the Butler – Shanor Manor –
Krendale, Yukon – Smithon, and Smithon – Shepler Hill Jct Tap 138kV lines were identified for a variety of
contingencies.
The recommended solutions will re-conductor two 138kV lines, Charleroi – Allenport and Yukon - Smithton
- Shepler Hill Jct. The 6-wire Butler - Shanor Manor - Krendale 138 kV line will be separated into two 138kV
lines. The costs for the each project will be $7.08M, $3.19M, and $6.96M, respectively, for a total cost of
$17.23M.
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Baseline Project b2970 - Install new 230 / 138 kV transformer at Catoctin substation. Convert
Ringgold-Catoctin 138 kV Line to 230 kV operation.
Figure 11 shows the location of this 2017 Window #1 project.

Figure 11. Location of PJM baseline b2970

The Ringgold 230/138kV transformers #3 and #4 are overloaded for multiple contingencies. The
recommended solution is to install a new 230-138kV transformer at the Catoctin substation and convert the
Ringgold-Catoctin line to 230kV operation. The total cost of the project is $13.3M.
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Baseline Project b2960 – Fixed Series Capacitors on Line #547, 548
Series capacitors on the 500kV lines into Bath County (#547 and #548) have reached local criteria for end
of life. The need for the capacitors has not ended. The capacitors are no longer manufactured and spare
parts have become difficult to obtain. In addition the capacitor banks are the limiting element on the line.
The recommended solution is to replace the capacitors with newer models with a higher current rating.
Estimated project cost is $28.9M and the capacitors are expected to me in-service by April 2002.
The map in Figure 12 shows the location of the recommended project.

Figure 12. Location of PJM baseline b2960
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Baseline Project b2961 – Chesterfield - Locks & Chesterfield – Poe 230kV Lines Rebuild
A 3 mi. section (between Chesterfield and Tyler) of these double circuited lines meets local owner end-oflife criteria. This section of line was built in 1962 using “corten” weathering steel. These structures have
exhibited accelerated deterioration and are in poor condition. Loss of these lines would result in 140MW
permanent load loss. The recommended solution is to rebuild the line to current standards. The proposed
2-636 ACSR conductor would increase the summer emergency rating of this section of line from 478MVA
to 1047MVA. The project is estimated to cost $9.5M and should be in-service by the end of 2022.
The map in Figure 13 shows the location of the recommended project.

Figure 13. Location of PJM baseline b2961
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PJM – MISO Interregional Targeted Market Efficiency Projects
PJM has conducted formal interregional planning with MISO under the Joint Operating Agreement (JOA)
for many years. These activities include interconnection queue coordination, generation deactivation
studies and other reliability assessments, as well as evaluation of future congestion between the RTOs.
The first large joint interregional effort to examine congestion on the PJM/MISO interface was conducted in
2013 and 2014. No interregional projects were identified that satisfied the criteria specified in the JOA
which limited potential interregional projects to large scope projects on the 345 kV and higher systems. A
review of the actual historic congestion on the system showed that many of the constraints were on below
345 kV facilities and could be resolved with incremental upgrades to existing facilities. Since completing the
study in 2014 PJM has worked closely with MISO and stakeholders to eliminate barriers in the JOA to
addressing congestion along the seam.
In mid-2015, PJM and MISO began discussions of a new project type aimed at quickly addressing Marketto-Market (M2M) congestion on Reciprocally Coordinated Flowgates. Reciprocally Coordinated Flowgates
are jointly controlled by PJM and MISO through coordinated dispatch to maintain flows within applicable
limits. After the fact, the cost of this most efficient joint dispatch is settled between PJM and MISO based
on each party’s Firm Flow Entitlements and the actual use of the congested facilities.
Working with the Interregional Planning Stakeholder Advisory Committee (IPSAC), PJM and MISO
developed criteria for a new project type which focus the study on developing low cost, short lead-time,
high impact projects. The study is intended to be conducted annually, as part of a Coordinated System Plan
study, as deemed needed by PJM and MISO, with stakeholder input. The resultant project type, called
Targeted Market Efficiency Projects (TMEPs) are intended to complement, not replace, the longer term
Market Efficiency Project (MEP) process.
Throughout 2016 PJM and MISO worked with stakeholders to develop and formalize the TMEP project type
in the JOA. The TMEP project type can be summarized as follows:










1

Limited to historically binding M2M flowgates
Limited to M2M congestion that is not driven by temporary transmission outages
Limited to M2M congestion that will not be remedied by already planned upgrades
Projects must be in service by 3rd summer peak after project approval
Projects over $20 million not eligible (must go through MEP process)
Benefits based on relieving projected congestion equal to the average of 2 years of historical
congestion (DA + Balancing/ECF1)
Four years’ worth of projected benefits must completely cover project’s installed capital cost
Interregional cost allocation based on the assumed average two-year historical congestion relief in
each RTO – Adjusted by M2M payments
Each TMEP must be approved as an RTEP project in PJM and an MTEP project in MISO.

Excess Congestion Fund, MISO term for Balancing Congestion
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The estimated cost is $1 million and the project will provide an estimated $11.3 congestion relief benefit in
the first 4 years of operation. 89% of the cost ($0.9 million) will be allocated to PJM. The projected in
service date is November 1, 2019. PJM will designate the local Transmission Owner, ATSI, to complete
this work.
Baseline Project b2973 – Reconductor the NIPSCO owned conductor on the Michigan City – Bosserman
138kV (NIPSCO – AEP tie) line
This project increases the rating on Michigan City – Bosserman 138kV, to address historical M2M
congestion on that facility.
The estimated cost is $6.0 million and the project will provide an estimated $29.6 million congestion relief
benefit in the first 4 years of operation. 90% of the cost ($5.4 million) will be allocated to PJM. The
projected in service date is November 1, 2019. MISO will designate the local Transmission Owner,
NIPSCO, to complete this work.
Baseline Project b2974 – Replace terminal equipment at the Reynolds 138kV station for the Reynolds –
Magnetation 138kV (NIPSCO) circuit
This project increases the rating on Reynolds – Magnetation 138kV, to address historical M2M congestion
on that facility.
The estimated cost is $120,000 and the project will provide an estimated $14.5 million congestion relief
benefit in the first 4 years of operation. 41% of the cost ($49,000) will be allocated to PJM. The projected
in service date is June 1, 2019. MISO will designate the local Transmission Owner, NIPSCO, to complete
this work.
Baseline Project b2975 – Reconductor Roxana – Praxair 138kV (NIPSCO)
This project increases the rating on Roxana – Praxair 138kV, to address historical M2M congestion on that
facility.
The estimated cost is $6.1 million and the project will provide an estimated $6.5 million congestion relief
benefits in the first 4 years of operation. 24% of the cost ($1.5 million) will be allocated to PJM. The
projected in service date is June 1, 2020. MISO will designate the local Transmission Owner, NIPSCO, to
complete this work.
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The recommended project will provide estimated average annual savings of $8.2 million in load energy and
capacity payments.
The map in Figure 15 shows the location of the recommended project.

Figure 15. Location of Proposal 201717_1A-2A (PJM Baseline B2976)
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Interconnection Queue Projects
Throughout 2017 PJM has continued to study new service customer requests that are submitted into our
interconnection queue. These studies evaluate the impact of the interconnection request and include an
evaluation of new generation interconnections, increases in generation at existing stations, long-term firm
transmission service requests and merchant transmission interconnection requests.
These studies were last reviewed with the Reliability Committee of the Board in December of 2016. Since
that time PJM has completed 252 interconnection System Impact Studies and 257 interconnection projects
have withdrawn. The changes associated with the new and withdrawn projects resulted in a net increase in
the RTEP of $2,404.24 million for the network upgrades. Figure 16 below shows the location of the new
units associated with the completed interconnection System Impact Studies along with the fuel type and
relative size. A listing of the projects with recently completed impact studies is provided in Attachment C to
this white paper. A listing of the network upgrades associated with these projects is shown in Attachment D
to this report. The cost for the network upgrades associated with these interconnection projects is the
responsibility of the developer.

Figure 16. Completed Interconnection System Impact Studies
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Changes to Previously Approved Projects
As further described below, cost and scope of previously approved RTEP baseline projects have changed,
resulting in a net increase of $79.72M. Three projects, totaling $2.65M, are being cancelled as they are no
longer needed to satisfy reliability criteria. The net change in the RTEP to incorporate these changes to
previously approved projects is $77.07 million.
Baseline Project b2361 – New Idylwood to Tysons 230kV line and new Tyson GIS substation
An N-1-1 analysis of the 2013 base case revealed a loss of more than 300MW load. The approved solution
was to build 2.4 miles of new OH 230kV line from Idylwood to the Dulles Toll Road in the ROW with
Idlywood – CIA line and build 2.1 miles of new OH 230kV line from the Dulles Toll Road to a new Scott’s
Run substation. The section from the Dulles Toll Road to Scott’s Run would be in new ROW. The approved
cost this project was $32.0M.
A number of drivers have caused the scope to change and the project cost to increase. The incumbent
transmission owner has been unable to find a suitable site for the Scott’s Run station in Fairfax County. The
existing ROW between Idylwood and the Dulles Toll Road is very narrow. Siting a second line the ROW is
not viable and expansion of the ROW very difficult due high population density along the path. The new
ROW required for overhead construction between the Dulles Toll Road and the Scott’s Run station is very
difficult to acquire due to high population density and the close proximity of the highway and commuter rail
lines.
The modified solution recommended build 4.5 miles of new underground 230kV line from Idylwood to the
Tysons station. Due to lack of land available adjacent to the Tysons station, the station will be converted to
GIS and rebuilt within the existing footprint. The revised construction estimate is $111.7M and the revised
in-service date is June 2022.
The maps in Figure 17 show the location of the recommended project with scope and cost changes, while
the map in Figure 18 shows the alternatives to the recommended project.
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Figure 17. Location of PJM baseline b2361

Figure 18. Location of PJM baseline b2361 Alternatives

Review by the Transmission Expansion Advisory Committee (TEAC)
The need for the projects was reviewed with stakeholders at several meetings throughout 2017, most
recently at the November and October 2017 TEAC and Sub Regional RTEP Committee meetings. Written
comments were requested to be submitted to PJM. As of the writing of this report there have been no
comments received on the projects presented to the TEAC.
Cost Allocation
Cost allocations for the projects are calculated in accordance with the Schedule 12 of the OATT. Baseline
reliability project allocations are calculated using a distribution factor methodology that allocates the cost to
the load zones that contribute to the loading on the new facility. Baseline projects required exclusively to
address local transmission owner FERC Form 715 planning criteria are allocated to the local transmission
owner zone. As described above, the market efficiency project is allocated to the zone that benefit from the
project. The allocations will be filed at the FERC 30 days following approval by the Board.
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Board Approval
The PJM Board Reliability Committee was requested to endorse the new baseline reliability projects and
associated cost allocations, and recommend to the Board, approval of the baseline upgrades to the 2017
RTEP.
The baseline upgrades will be incorporated into the published RTEP after approval by the PJM Board. The
RTEP will be published on the PJM Website.
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